Results in numbers

The centre has delivered results in various forms. In previous sections we have described the impact both in the form of what we can call soft- and hard value to our partners. We have also contributed in many ways by disseminating our results within our own research community, Human-Computer Interaction at top tear conferences such as CHI, DIS, TEI, NordiCHI, and CSCW. The following appendices will paint the picture of how the centre has spread the work and research in the community but also outside the research community and beyond the industry partners in the press, by giving seminars to the public, by keynote presentations, talks and by welcoming visitors from all over the world to the centre. We have taken our task seriously to share the knowledge that we have gained and spread it.

In summary of the 10 years the work and research resulted in:

- 6 books (7, one forthcoming)
- 8 book chapters
- 3 patents
- 3 active companies out of 5 spin-offs
- 54 journal publications
- 184 peer-reviewed conference papers
- 116 Workshops, notes, short papers etc.
- 17 successfully defended doctorates
- 4 licentiate theses
- 54 master’s theses
- 182 talks, presentations and demos
- 196 media and press appearances
- 116 open seminars
- 89 visits to the centre